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Waddell, directors

~. tcrneeton.condoms
cern for the spread of AIDS to installing
condom
machines.
The
ASBSU Senate allocated $700 to help
print a brochure on AIDS.
.
Aids in the University covers topics
such as BSU's policies on hiring and
admitting, and explains BSU will not
"ask applicants for employment
if
they have been infected with the
AIDS virus or ifthey are members
of a high-risk group."
The brochure
says-there
is .. no
evidence that the virus can be spread
through normal classroom relationships and therefore the university will
not require anyone to take an AIDS
test or discriminate against anyone
that may carry the virus. According
to the brochure, the university will
not require any student to reveal his
sexual orientation
as a basis for
admissions.
The brochure should be available
to students; faculty and staff by the
end of the week;Waddell
said.

by Joni Lynn Arrowood

The. University News
Directors of the Health Center,
residence hall, and the Student Union
will meet with ASBSU President
Perry Waddell this week to make a
decision about condom machines.
BSU students already have voiced
their opinion, voting nearly 2-to-1 in
. favor of the machines being placed
on campus. The next step is for the
directors to decide whether they want
the machines in the buildings and if
so where. Any decisions will need approval from BSU's administration,
Waddell said.
Waddell said any profits made on
the machines will be donated to
HELP-LINE,
a campus referral service for people with problems such
as alcoholism
and mental illness.
BSU will-not retain any profits from
the condom machines, he said.
ASBSU has not limited their con,
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by Stephen

Prof. suggests tax
•
on services

that "one of the political realities of
our life is that special favors once
granted are difficult indeed to strip
,

Below,lhe

telephone

Major

Tile University News

Three BSU professors will take
Martin will teach a "Victorian
up lemporaryresidence
in
novels" course, which willinclude
England to direct the British pro-.
19th Century "soaps," the serially
grams for the Northwest . Inwritten Victoriannove!s;
terlustltutional
'Council
for
Early. Roman·civilization,
irt.-Studies Abroad.
eluding Julius Caesar's.intent
to
Humanitics','ProfessorCaro!
establish .., a ·modelot.~Jl\;1n
••'
Martin Willle,ave: in 'December tQ' ~,. culfuieby>sailiog':toBrhaiwW!I.1L,
lead. the London whiter term,
I 0,000 soldiers, will be covered in.
while CharlesOdahl,
professor of
Odahl's class, Odahl also will of- .
. achient history will administer a
fer a course on "medieval Chrisnew program in Bath during the
riancivilization."
.
winter term. .AnthropologyPro-Pavesic will address the artistic;
fessor Max Pavesic willleave in
intellectual and source complexApril to administer the Bath proities of European
prehistoric .
a ram during the spring term.
-.societies, including field trips to
". TheBSU faculty members wiII
archaeological
sites.
'. ','
join BritishCollegues
to createa
Nine BSU professors have parliberal artspiogral1lfo~
American
ticipated iii the program.
students from the Northwest.

away .."

$2,000-$4,000.

I

Payne said by taxing services and
consumer goods currently exempted
from the tax, the state could raise the
same revenue with a two and onehalf percent sales tax rate.

Tho students were treated for
second-degree burns and approximately $2,000 to $4,000 worth of
damage was caused by a Nov. 29
fire in a Chaffee Hall dormitory room, according to Dave Boerl,
assistant
director
of Student
Residentia]: Life. ,
.,"
,.
The fireappmentlywas
caused
by a candle which burned down
and set fire to an acrylic blanket
while the resident of the room
slept, Chaffee Hall Resident Advisor Michelle Fantaski said.
The students who were burned,
the room's resident and a guest,
were treated for burns on their
hands at St. Luke's Regional
Medical Center and were released the same day, Fantaski said.
No other injuries were reported.
The Boise City Fire Department responded to the hall's fire
alarm and were on the scene
within a half hour to extinguish
the fire, Fantaski said .
According to Ivan Clem, Boise
City Fire Department's acting battalion chief, the fire originated in
a trash can which was ignited by

Steve
pick-their favorite
albums 01 the year.
See> page to.

a candle. Besides the two people
who were treated for burns, one
unidentified
female was treated
for smoke inhalation as a result
of the fire, Clem said.
Boer! said that no definite
dollar figure could be placed on
the cost of repairing the room'
damaged by the fire. But, he said
he estimated the cost of repairs
c,quld range anywhere
from
$2;000 to$4,000;'
, .
Room B-211, where the .fire
took place, is one of 55 rooms in
Chaffee Hall scheduled
to be
remodeled in 1988. Instead of being restored to its original condition, the room probably will be
remodeled early, Boerl said.
Boerl said, "Chaffee
Hall is
equipped with smoke detectors," .
which allow for a quick response
by fire crews from the time 'a fire
begins to burn. "Also, fire extinguishers are strategically placed throughout
the building for
easy access incase of an ernergency," -he said. All smoke detectors
and fire alarms in the building are
part of a computer alarm system
located in the Physical Plant,
which automatically
notifies
county dispatchers of a fire and

its location.
To promote fire safety over the
holiday season, Director of Student Residential
Life Richard
McKinnon issued a leiter to all.
residents of BSU housing, covering the rules and regulations
regarding the use of Christmas
decorations,
Boer! said.
The letter forbids the usc of any
candles or open flames in BSU's
dorms. Boer! said.

Men and women share suite
Tile University Neil'S

and

News

itA darn good time:'
by .Karen Kammann

Wan

Chris Butler I University

fire in this Chaffee Hall room caused damage estimated at
inthe room was melted by Ihe fire, which burned on Nov. 29.

Fire singes Chaffee room

.Th.reefrQm·SSl1<go
overseas 'to ·teach

An article on Idaho taxes. written
by BSU economics professor Richard
Payne proposes extending sales tax to
services, which previously enjoyed exemptions, to help alleviate some of
the state's budget woes.
In his article, "Extending the Sales
Tax to Services: Is it for Idaho?"
which appears in the Fall, 1987 edition of Idaho's Economy, Payne said

._

FIre aftermath-A

After one semester
of living'
together, some residents of Morrison
Hall's new co-ed suite said they think
co-ed living has been a success.
"I guess I've had a pretty darn
good time," C-suite resident Roger
B. Cash said. He said he thinks the
people in thesuite are close to each.
other.
Morrison Hall Resident Director
Sue Adams said the idea for the suite
came from the people living in it. Not
enough women applied for residency in the dorm to fill the suite, even
after another .suite, . formerly
occupied by women, WllS fiIled with
men.
No opposition to the idea of a co:.
ed .suite. was vOlced,she said, and
"lots of men" wanted to move in.
Currently, seven women and three
men live in the suite,although-the
numbersm~ychange
next semester,

Adams said.
ing-together in the suite, the Office
"The' worncnTwho
live in the 'of Student Residential Life still re- .
suite) ... interviewed the men before,' quires each suite.in MorrisonHall
to
they let them in the suite, so they had
set aside five hours a night during
the choice," she said.
which members of the opposite sex
. Mary Dobson, who lives in C- cannot visit, Adams said.
suite, said, "I like it. ' .It makes you
The greatest problem the suite has
feel like you're at home; because
had, shesaid, has been figuring out
you've got your brothers and. your
how to divide the bathroom for usc
sisters."
at different hours.
Adams said shetoo.feelsthe
coRud said the men in the suite are
ed suite has worked,out,promoting
not allowed to use the bathroom be,
. "a brotherly-sisterly atmosphere" and
tween 8a.m: and 10 a.m., Ivhich arc
allowing the residents to "see friends
the hours set aside for the women to
rather than sex objects"in their suiteuse the shower;·
mates.
"I don't know that there's any realResident Laura Rud said she has
ly big disadvantges. Obviously; you're
• enjoyed
living in C-suile . "very
a little more careful about what you
much."
wear going intO the balhroomand
"It's jus, males and females living
stuff," Dobson. said.
in a closer environment,
.and •,ve've
.The Towers has a co-cd floor, wit h
proved ihis semester that co-cd suites
lI1aleand fenlale residents divided by
are successful,"
she said. "It's nice
a hall, Adams said.
to have a balance between the sexes;
Rtid, Cash. and' Dobson all said
it's not so one-sided."
."
7
Although men andwomcnareliv-

See Suife,page
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C:lassesbroadcast.to students
by Terri

Eberlein

special to The University News
Interactive Television for Students,
system. which allows
off-campus students to communicate
with
on-campus
classes
simultaneously,
is enabling instructors and students to interact with
each other in a regular classroom
situation. This program allows BSU·
to come to the student, who, because'
of inflexible work schedules, location
or commuting problems, is unable to
attend classes on campus.
ITFS was aptly' named; students
not only benefit from the classes being presented,
they have opportunities to become involved in producing the live telecasts. Students interested in broadcasting
and television production can accrue hands-on
experience
through
an
ITFS
internship.
"We've got one of the best shows
in town for getting your hands 0"1 the
equipment and learning about television,"
Sue Quast,' manager
of
Classroom
Video Services at the
Simpler/Micron
Technology Center,
said.
Being a communication
major is

a broadcasting

not a requirement for an internship
through ITF'S. "We get our telecourse
operators from a variety of places.
However, most of the people are
students here on campus. Currently,
we have a zoology major, teacher
education
students,
afaculiy
member, .theater arts, business and
English majors," Quast said.
"Ideally, the internships are longer
than one semester," she said.
Recently, •the Simplot/Micron
Technology Center broadcast a live
teleconference from their studio on
campus utilizing BSU's newly installed satellite dish. The broadcast allowed intern/workstudy
students
to
become involved in set design, lights
and camera work.
"This was our first teleconference
produced and directed by the staff at
the Tech Center. The telecast has
generated community
interest and
should bring more .projects to the
center," Quast said.
Responses from students involved
with ITFS have been positive. Celi
Jameson, a zoology major who has
been with ITFS for two years, said
she has acquired skills through the
program that will have practical ape
plication
in her animal behavior

2

studies.
-.
.
, "1 produced an g-hour video for.
Birds of Prey, which is now being used by the organization
to present
trainingand information. I had onIy one semester .of experience before
I was given an opportunity
to
become involved in the project,"
Jameson said .:
Jameson said she recommends this
internship. program to anyone interested in acquiring skills in video
production, but said it is not an easy
internship credit. "ITFS is a tough
program. There is a lot to it, and
there is a lot to learn, but it offers
many opportunities
for growth and
practical experience,"
she said. "If
you are self-directed and willing to
work, it will payoff."
Dee Ellsworth, another two-year
veteranof the program, said her experience with ITFS will be invaluable
as a teacher education major. "The
skills I have acquired through the
program will assist me in putting
together my own educational tapes to
use as teaching aids in the classroom.
My video experience will aid in helping perfect my own teaching techniques," she said. .

A'SBSU changes
pro tern, treasurer;
officers appointe-d
.

,

by Paul Bouffard

The University News
On Dec. 3, 'the ASB~U Senate
held preliminary discussion over
a proposed student feeincrease to
cover the cost of maintaining
campus computer labs. Speaking
from' the gallery, Ken Hollenbaugh, dean of graduate studies,
said that increasing use of BSU's
computer labs has led to a shortage of lab technicians,
which
may, in the future,
restrict
students' access to the labs. An ad
hoc committee
was formed to
evaluate whether a user fee or an
across-the-board
fee would be
.more appropriate
to obtain funding for the labs.
In other senate business" Sen.

Call your mummy

D. Raymond Rogers was sworn in
as the new ASBSU senate president pro tempore. Former President Pro Tern Randy Yadon
resigned the position but will continue to serve as the social
sciences
and' public
affairs

senator.
Senate Bill 21, dealing with the
responsibility for the maintenance
and collection of ASBSU suggestion boxes was moved. to the Ways
and MeansCommittee,
Carol Dick's appointment
to
the position of ASBSU was approved unanimously.
Senate
Resolution
Three,
supporting a split State Board of
Education, achieved final passage.
The resolution
previously
had
been passed in a caucus.

Photo chief
wins award
in contest
University Nell'S Photo Chief
Chris Butler was awarded second
place in the National
Press
Photographer
Association's 1987
College Photographer of the Year
Competition.
Butler, a senior Ad Design major, took the prize for sports
photography with his shot of high
school t rack and field.
Butler has worked at The
. University Neil'S for three years,
and has done freelance photo
work for the Nampa PressTribune and UPI.

"

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
.
Calling over AT&TLong
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&Trates or service ,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you.just call
1 800222·0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

GET YOURS NOWI
AVAIlABLE AT ALl BOX

omas

THIS CHRISTMAS
.ATCINEPLEX ODEON-

PLANES, TRAINS AND
AUTOMOBILES(R) ,
NOW SHOWING AT

......
-AND

'

COMING DECEMBER 18th

AT&T
The right choice.

THE LAST EMPEROR
.

,

. (PG·13)

*b~tteries not included
OPENING
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~Campus

National News

School won't recognize gays
other student groups.
Gay groups sued Georgetown for
recognition
in
1980,
after
Geojgetown officials refused to give
them official status because Catholic
doctrine condemns homosexuality.
Georgetown, as a private university, argued it wasn't covered by a
Washington, D.C., law that forbids
discrimination on the basis of sexual
preference.

But last week Judge Julia Cooper
Mack disagreed, saying the local law
did cover Georgetown.
She added the school didn't have
to grant the Gay People of
Georgetown University or the Gay
Rights Coalition of Georgetown Law
School official status, however,
because it would imply Georgetown
endorsed gays' lifestyles.

BSU Vo-Iech students are 'sponsoringa canned food drive through
Dec. llat over 50 area grocery stores, with donations going to the,
Idaho Hunger Council,
'
, Donations of non-perishable food items can be placed in designated
boxes in front of grocery stores. The Idaho Hunger Council will then
distribute the food among the Treasure Valley's .needy,

(CPS)-In what has long been seen
as a major case for collegiate gays,
the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals.ruled
Nov. 20 that Catholic
Georgetown University does not have
to grant student gay groups official
recognition.
'
The court did say Georgetown
must give homosexual groups the
same priveleges-general
use' of
campus meeting rooms-it
gives

learning computers

AIDS changes sexual habits

BSU's College of Business professional development program will
offer an introduction to microcomputers seminar on Dec. 7, 8and 10.
Using contemporary hardware and state-of-the-art software, the class
will provide 'users with the necessary information to run microcomputers successfully.
The elasswill be held in the Business Building, Room 209 from 7-9:30
eachevening, The fee is $105, and advance registration is required.
For more information, call 385-1125.

(CPS)-Students
arc not pursuing
the opposite sex the way they used to,
according to some University of
Wisconsin journalism students.
In response to a journalism
department survey, a majority of

Vo-TElchcoliectsfood

Cua--Bocay lecture

Wisconsin-Madison
students said
fear of AIDS had convinced them to
change their sexual habits.
Fifty-six percent of the students
said they ,used condoms more than
they used to, and two-thirds of the

students who said they had had
multiple sexual partners during thc
last year said they had decreased thc
number, Professor Sharon Dunwoody, who supervised the survey of
438 undcrgrads, said.

._---------------'-'PROMISE, THEM THE MOON,
BUT GIVE THEM THE SUN!"

Mira Brown, Donald McKleayand Luis Kuan Altamirano will give
a slide show and talk about the Cua-Bocay Development Project in
the Student Union Nez Perce Room Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
The Cua-Bocay Project is an integrated development project that
uses the construction of mini hydroelectric plants to spur wide-ranging
changes that will increase the standard of living of the people in the
Cua-Bocay zonc.
Benjamin Linder, a 27-year-old engineer from Portland, Ore. was
killed by U.S.-backed contrasin Nicaragua on April 28, 1987, along
with two Nicaraguans. He was a volunteer on the Cua-Bocay Integrated
Rural Development Project and was designing and building a small
hydroelectric plant when he was killed.
For more information, call Cathy Spofford at 336-7027 or Pat Hall
at 345-4104.
.

Give a special gift for the holidays-our
custom gift certificates. 4 single
sessions that you can divide up and give to different friends or to one
special person. All 4 sessions for only $10 or choose one of our larger
packages:
'

FDA needs volunteers

1400 Broadw:a~Y

Eighteen participants arc needed for an FDA study to be conducted
by CIBA Vision Corporation. The study involves the use of several
types of contact lenses 'with ClBA solutions.
A thorough eye examination must be performed, followed by the
fitting of a pair of contact lenses. Lenses and solutions for this study
will be provided at no charge. Participants must pay for the initial eye
exam, and follow-up appointments must be.met consistantly.
, A free screening will be provided by Vision One. For an appointment, call Patricia aI336-7200. The first 18qualified patients will be
accepted.

DECEMBER SPECIALS

10'-$24
16-$39
24-$55
~:l:43~-~89:9=9~
__ _.:.__
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If a Mountain Bell
public phone breaks down,
we want to hear about it.

Well, it's been fun for this semester, folks. The
University News will publish the first issue of
the spring semester Jan. 18. Have a fun holiday.

r-:

l,-

20% OfFl1
HUNTING
SUPPLIES

'CAMPING
.:~\SUPPLIES

II ~
-,-

Scabbards - Vests
Binoculars !
Boots - Hlpboots 1- Waders - Hand
warmers

,Sleeping bagsTents - Rubber
Boats- Fisherman
rr Tube lIoats

" 20%

OI!I!I

COLMAN
PEAK I
Gorelex

Waterproof
Breathable

Clolhlng

30%

OFF

,

BUCK & SWIsS

You're about to make a very important call. But,you discover,
the public phone is out of order.
What can you do to help? First,
see who owns the phone. If it's
ours, we apologize for the inconvenience. We also ask
that you call us from a
nearby working phone so
we can correct the situ a"
~

ARMY
KNIVES

20%OFfI

(ion quickly. Check the Customer Guide in the front of our
Directory for the repair nurnber to call,
'
Remember, reporting a
broken public phone is more
than just a favor to us. It
could be a real life saver,
for the next "very important call" that follows you.

@

Mountain Bell
A USWESTCOMPANY

Clf,b"Ung

/JUf

79th.Yut of BuIln,.,1n fd.JIo!

30th & FAIRVIEW, BOISE, 344·3539
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 8:3()"5:30, Sun. 12-5

.

3

Idaho's Original Anny Navy Store
VUARNET & RAYBAN SUNGLASS

HQiRS:

_________

--'-_Answers:

M

------_--,"

'-9S'-MO-UO-I3,,-BolI
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Co-ed livingacampus plus;
let's keep it going Infuture

-..,;._--'C~O-....M.ME.NJJUlA.,lU,B-=-Y~~

Oppose senseless project

:;,'

by Deanah Liebenthal

The University News

We're glad Student Residential Life has taken the progressive step of allowing a cooed suite in Morrison Hall. Keeping meri and women separated by
floor, suite or even hallway is simply supporting an archaic and useless moral
code which implied that the sexes inevitable would give in to temptation
if they were in proximity. We feel they will only come to understand each
other better by being together.
Some of the suite's. residents and the dorm's resident. adviser have said
they think the experiment is asuccess.~We encourage SRL to continue offering cooed suites as an option for residence hall students.

Letters·-----------

Keep pledge money fromKBSU
Editor,

The University News;

They've done it again. Those folks at KBSU
are continuing to practice their own brand of
deception. And we students, in our unceasing
apathy, continue to allow them to do whatever
they wish.
'
It seems to us, we students should not be
concerned about what is going on at KBSU,
we should be outraged. We do partially foot
their bill, you know. That's right; some of our
student fees go to support KBSV. We are just
curious as to how many students listen to
KBSU, or, for that matter, even know where
it is located on the dial. But we're sure ignorance of where KBSU is on the dial is not
why you don't listen to KBSU, is it? We'll tell
you why we "used to listen to KBSU:" KBSU
simply doesn't offer us what we want. Our student station is not based on student concerns.
Instead, KBSU sold out to the highest bidder.
KBSU rarely even plays music anymore, at
least during the day. and when it does it is
either classical or jazz. Now we ask you, how
many students get really excited about classical
or jazz? (No offense meant to those of you
who do get excited about classical or jazz.)
Really, though, enough is enough. And we'
have had enough. We've had enough news,
we've had enough classical and we've had
enough jazz, but most of all, weve had enough
of the management
staff at KBSV.
You know what really gets us-besides
the
lack of music and the excess of ncws-KBSU
just went through one of their semi-annual
begathons, known formally as a fund drive.

L

That's an event when lots of obnoxious people intrude over the. air waves, begging for
money, or else! Or else your favorite program
will be axed. That's just what happened during KBSU's last fund drive a few weeks ago.
They had a quota to meet and didn't make it,
so this time they are making good on their
threats. Now we don't even get jazz in the afternoon. Instead what we'll get is more news, and
not only that, but the transmitter gets turned
o'rf at II p.m. on weeknights. Then there will
be nothing, not even news. The transmitter gets ,
turned back on in the morning to, you guessed it, news!'
So now what happens to all those people
who donated money to their favorite shows,
which are being cut from the program? It looks
like they're.just out of luck. We suggest to any
of you who pledged money to KBSU: DON'T
SEND IT!
Well, fellow BSU students, we are once again
being ripped off. Don't just sit idly by. Contact your student senators and the administration and demand some changes. After all, we
do have that right; first because we're students
and KBSU is supposed to be a university station (what a laugh), and second, we do pay
a portion of the bills.
So come on people, speak up for a change.
David Grapp
BSU Student
Mary Karol Hartwell'
BSU Student
David Roby
BSU Student
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The University News,'

Editor,

During the last couple of weeks there has
been some controversy at BSU on whether or
not condom machines should be put on earnpus. I would like to address a few statements
made by the "pro-condomers."
Conforming
with the issue of having condom machines on campus is thereby stilting
that we, as a community, agree with promiscuity. I as a citizen do not agree with premarital
sex.
'.
By allowing access to condoms, we are telling students who were inclined to wait for sex
until marriage that our society approves and
encourages
premarital
sex. When these
students get into a compromising situation, in'
stead of saying no, they end lip asking
themselves "Why not? Everyone else is doing

.

The University News publishes weekly on Mondays during the fall and spring
semesters, and distributes 10,000 copies on and off campus. The University
tv,ews.isan e~c1usivel~student-run organization. The newspaper's faculty adviser IS Daniel Morns. Comments, questions or leiters to the editor can be
m~i1ed to; The University News, Boise State University, 1603!1z University
Drive, BOise, Idaho, 83125. Our offices are located at 1603!1z University Drive
across from the SUB. Our phone is (208) 345-8204. The yearly subscriPtio~
price is $t5.
.
.
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Carol Crosswhite

The University News;

._--_._----~------_._-------------------•

not mean that we need to degrade our university. BSU is a part of our community. I would
not send 'my children to a school that encourages promiscuity.
Condoms promoted to prevent pregnancy is
another misnomer. Studies show that condoms
arc among the least effective methods of birth
control, Therefore, we can assume that 15-20
of 100 sexually active couples using condoms
will get pregnant within a year's time.
If we put condom machines in colleges and
universities today, tomorrow they will be in
high schools and junior high schOOls. The
youth of this generation
are getting mixed
signals. Teenage and premarital sex is wrong.
It is an issue which is just as important to fight
as drug abuse. How arc we going to put an end
to these problems if we do not do something
about it now? My recommendation
is to keep
condoms off the campus.

transgressions,
which are cast into the sea of
forgetfulness never to be heard from again, We
I often ponder the meaning of life. That is, cross over from death to life with Jesus. Three
the meaning of my life. I already know the days after Jesus was taken down from the cross
meaning oflife, to serve God and have a rela- and buried, He rose from death. Alive again,
tionship with Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. He defeated death, paying the price for our
What is the meaning of my life? I know what sin. Jesus then took authority over death so
it's not. True life is not the way my life used we could live.
to be, selfish, centered on "me" type things.
I now know the meaning of my life-to be
I used to have this drive of self gratification
like jesus. What does all of this have to do with
almost to self destruction. Not that I wanted
your life? It's the question of life itself. God
to kill myself; I didn't. I thought I didn't
has given man free will; you make the choice.
anyway, but I did deep-down.
. You can continue in life only being born once,
I was dead, that is my spirit was. Death is going on to your death, or you can ask God
not having a relationship with God the Father
to let you be born again; of the Spirit, and have
through Jesus Christ the son. The desire was Life, the way God meant it to be.
the sin, nature, something we are all born with.
It's up to you. Believe thatChrist died for
That is our first birth.
,
you, confess Jesus as your Lord and Savior and
You see, we can be born again. When we ask ask Jesus to come and be with you in your
Jesus to be our Lord and Savior, we are born heart. Then ask _God to guide you to a body
of the Spirit of God. This is our second birth. of Christians that believe the Bible is the whole
Godgives us His Spirino live in us.
word of God, without error.
Jesus' blood covers our sin, God forgives us
You see, Life is the issue, not condom
of all the wrong we have ever done. Our sin machines on campus or AIDS. For you are
nature is placed at the foot of the cross where dead long before you get AIDS, if you have
Jesus died. We stop wanting to serve our own never asked Jesus to be your Lord and Savior.
desires of selfishness; we start wanting to serve
God, to be like Jesus.
_
Kevin Kaae '
Jesus Christ's blood covers our sin and
BSU Student
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doesn't ensure peace, that ensures hostility and
competition. The only way to create a peaceful
world, for god's sake, is to act with intelligence
and stop being so terribly aggressive. .
We.have allowed our elected officials to tell
us what we want.· That is not how it should
be. We should be telling those who rule us how
we wish to be ruled, It is time to end our
apathetic· ignorance. and look toward the
future. We have a responsibility
to ourselves
and to our children and their children to speak
up and scream out our discontent with the
policies of this country's leaders.
Maybe I stand alone with my views, but I
feel we Americans have not been 'the most
honest, friendly and trustworthy folks around.
Have we? I know I'll hear it for this one, but
I believe that most of the problems facing the
world today are a result of the U.S. need for
power and insatiable greed. We tell the Russians that they are like a big, red devil and then
wonder why they are unfriendly toward us. We
speak about how bad their civil rights policies
are-I
say 'ours are little better. (No, I admit
I've never been there.) We are a totally ignorant, uninformed people ruled by the propaganda efforts of the Reagan administration.
It is time forus to stop being so ignorant
and led about like sheep. It is time to make
a stand and act in a new way, the way of peace.
That way is not accomplished by the production of more bombs and more bomb factories.
It is accomplished
with such foreign techni- ques as honesty, sincerity and friendship. If
we try hard we can probably figure out how
to behave in those different ways. But in the
-meantime, let's not allow the SIS project to
become a reality in Idaho, or anywhere else
for that m~er.

Just because other schools across the country arc considering condoms on campus does

Copy Chief

.Stephen

Once again, we arc faced with an issue of
considerable
ethical, rnoral, political and
economic concern. (Funny how money dictates
morality.)
Those individuals we call leaders are pro-,
posing that Idaho be the new home of the SIS
project, the Special Isotope Separator. What
the SIS is, I feel, is sheer lunacy. It is a proposed bomb factory to be built atthe Idaho
National Engineering
Laboratory,
in Arco.
What the isotope separator does is remove
plutonium 239 from nuclear waste by utilizing laser technology.
The only use for
plutonium 239 is making bombs. Aside from
being a totally immoral proposition,
the SIS
project would have a price tag in excess of $1
billion.
It is my opinion that we should take every
one of the existing nuclear weapons in the
world today and find some way of eliminating
them, everyone. I realize, though, that is a
totally unrealistic
request for a society so
caught up in the Rambo, macho ethic as ours.
But come on, even the most conservative of
you logically has to reach the conclusion that
we have enough nuclear weapons. We have
enough now to kill every single human being.
on the planet. How many more do we need?
Of course, there is the argument that the only
way to ensure peace is to proliferate
our
nuclear arsenal. That makes absolute sense to
me.
I understand that by aiming our missiies at
the Soviet Union we arc telling them how
friendly we are and how interested in peaceful
co-existence we are. Come on, people-that

it."

Russell Gould
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Centergathers Idaho's opinions on issues
by Bert VanDercar
special to The University News
Public policy-making in Idaho can
be a difficult task, especially when
public opinion on a range of important issues is unknown. But that
problem may soon be diminished by
BSU's new Survey Research Center.
The center was started with a onetime expenditure of approximately
$35,000, according to Robert C.
Sims, dean of the School of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs. It is a
state-of-the-art
public opinion
laboratory housed on. the seventh
floor of the Education Building and
staffed by BSU political scientists
and statistical consultants,
- "The primary goal, accordingto
Gregory Raymond, the center's director, "is to be able to conduct scientific surveys of public opinion in
Idaho on public affairs issues.
"Basically, we believe that public
policy-making can be improved if
there is a body of systematic evidence
regarding what Idahoans think on
major issues that confront them, he
said.
The Survey Research Center will
conduct a yearly omnibus survey of
Idaho which will be offered free of .
charge as a public service 'to
legislators, city and county officials,
the media and interested individuals.
It also will conduct surveys on a
contract basis for public agencies,
non-profit social service organizations and individuals who might not
be able to afford the more expensive
services of private firms.
The center will operate on a nonprofit basis and will not attempt to
compete with ..private companies,
Raymond said,
"One of the things wedon't want
II

II

II

" ... public policy-making can be improvedif there is ... evidence regarding what
Idahoans think."
.
-Greg Raymond
to do, according to Gary Moncrief,
Showing an awareness of this role,
chairman of the political science and the Survey Research Center has just
philosophy department, who helped completed its first paid survey for a
with the development of the center, non-profit social service organiza"is to intrude on marketing and the tion, the YMCA.
kind of polling done by private
The YMCA survey-is concerned
firms.
With the types of childcare available
Of interest to the public and
for children between kindergarten
private sectors alike, however, will be and the sixth-grade both before and
the Survey Research Center's first an- after school.
nual omnibus survey of Idaho on
Several other surveys for public
which the center will.begin work later service organizations and state and
this winter. And while it is not seen local agencies presently are in the
as the sole objective of the center, the proposal stage and may soon be
omnibus survey is perhaps the
finalized, Pattakos said.
center's most important project.
But it has taken some time for the
"I have seen the omnibus survey all center to reach this stage of developalong as the capstone of this whoie ment. Originating from conversaoperation, Sims said. .
tions between Sims and Moncrief,
"Over time, it will be the sort of the center has not yet begun to live
up to its intended. role since acquirthing that will yield extremely
ing the nine IBM computers, which
valuable information
to state
lawmakers andpolicymakers,"
he constitute its central core, a ycar ago.
. According to Sims, this problem is
said.
The omnibus survey will consist of due to a number of factors.
The computer-assisted dialing
a series of general and specific questions drawn up by the center's staff •system, consisting of eight IBM perand other scholars, along with ques- sonal computers and an AT which
tions of a non-marketing nature from dials prospective numbers and poses
the private sector, for which they will questions on the computer monitors,
is a delicate and complicated system,
be charged a fee.
Sims said.
It is hoped that making available
. Moving this system from the Adthe information drawn from the
survey will raise the level of public ministration Building to the Educadebate in the state and correspond to tion Building to make room for a new
the role of the university as a leading cashier's office was a di fficult and
institution -for public affairs, Alex time-consuming task, he said.
Pattakos,' who has: worked with'
Matters also. have .bccn comsimilar survey centers elsewhere,said. plicated by the lack of a full-time
II

II

staff, he said. At other universities,
been by physical science students in
full-time staffs have been able to research and statistical analysis
.deploy their systems more readily.
classes. Generally, the students have
At BSU, however, the center's
responded favorably to the use of the
researchers have had to add the duties ' machines, Moncrief said.
of the center onto their usual scholar"There was a time when you really and teaching duties, Sims said.
ly had to hold people by the hand,"
And finally, special care has been he said. "It was like going 10 the doctaken to avoid the problem of trying
tor. They didn't want to do this; they
to do too much too soon, Sims said, didn't want to learn statistics; they
"We have not been really aggressive didn't want to deal with computers,
in lining up surveys because we want and that is not the case anymore. I
to be sure that each step we take is find that they are very receptive to
a carefully calculated one and that
it. "
these early steps are successful ones."
The result is that, so far, the
greatest use of the computers has

II
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Book 'scholarship
offered to women

The University News
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Flnanclal aid cuts
hurt farm family'
students most

H,otgiftsfor'Christmais
by Bonnie Dibble

The University News
ovelty
Christmas
gifts, from, fiS, h ties-at
"
The Edge to chocolate
advent
calendars
at
Angleton,
abound
at
Boise area stores.
Nancy Nelson of Angleton said
this year the shop is featuring
nostalgic glass ornaments
and
wooden nutcrackers and smokers
from Germany. They also sell
wooden advent towers and needlepoint Christmas stockings.
Some
traditional
girts at
Angleton
include
Christmas
china, candles and table runners.
They also-sell candles, preserves
and short bread, Nelson said.
The Edge, which sells contemporary gifts, serves people in the
IB-to-40-year-old
range.
Gi ft
manager Robin Royball said that
they sec a lot of college-age peopie and a lot of business people.
"Our T-shirts are really popular,"
she said, adding that many should
sell for Christmas girts. Some of
the other gifts that The Edge offers are neon clocks, 'lava lamps
and period ceramics of the '30s
and '40s. For stocking stuffcrs, -Royball
suggests voodoo dolls, plastic rats
or wind-up toys. The Edge also
sells locally made Idaho watches
featuring the Gem State on the
face. Royball said that I-da-ho Tshirts will be coming in soon, and
she expects them to be popular.
At the Cube in The Bon department store, fast-selling items include logo sweatshirts, oversize
sweaters, mini-skirts
and acid
wash "anything,"
according to a
sales clerk.
A clerk in the young men's area
of Thc Bon said colton sweaters,
plaid or striped sports shirts,
casual
drcsspants,
oversize
sweaters and other sports wear
items arc popular.

N
• "

Suite-- --

(CPS)-Students
from farming
families are working more part-time
jobs than ever.to get through college,
University of Nebraska aid director
William McFarland
said, despite
special efforts to help them afford to
stay in school.
The culprits, McFarland said, were
new federal rules for who gets student aid.
McFarland
said farm
family
students especially are hurt by the
new rules, which became effective nationwide in January,
that require
farm assets, such as land and
machinery, to be considered in determining how much financial aid a student can get.
While the rules apply to all
students whose parents' homes and
property are now counted as wealth
that could be turned into cash to help
pay for college, they have proven
especially
onerous
to the farm
students,
whose families, reeling
from the four-year depression
in
agriculture, arc less apt to have cash
_ to pay tuitions, McFarland said.
He said the changes are forcing
farm students into part-time jobs as
alternatives to the loans or grants
they might have had'.
Nebraska-Lincoln
honors student
Leland
Wagner,
a major
in
agricultural education, said his financial aid application came back with
the notation that his family should
contribute $20,000 to the education
of its three children in college.
"The only way to do that was to
sell all of our stuff," Wagner told the
Daily Nebraskan, UNL's campus
paper. "They don't realize that you
have to replace equipment and put
Sue Ellen Koop I University News
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The stocldngs
were hung by the chimney
,with
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Creative skills needed:
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Ad Layouts
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Help?

BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
Is

Word processing with grammar and editing upon request.
Reliable turn-around time.

Approximately 25 hours/week

Free pregnancy test
All help

TOUCH

For any size project.

Student artist wanted at the BSU Bookstore
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PROFESSIONAL

they would like to see eo-ed suites at'
BSU's dorms in thc future, although
Rud added that arrangements,
such
as the building of a stall around a
shower hidden only by a curtain,
would have to be made for the
bathroom.
Cash said he thought co-ed suites
were "essential for upperclassmen"
and better than single-sex suites.
"Any time you get girls and guys
living together, that's the best way,
I'm convinced,"
he said.
"The biggest advantage probably
has been being able to spend time in
the suite," studying and trading ideas
with
people
from
different
disciplines, he said.
. .
Adams said requests for living
space and the wishes of the people
involved would determine whether
there will be a co-ed suite next year.
"I think it's (living in a co-ed suite)
a' great' opportunity ... If anybody
has a chance to do it, I would do it,"
Dobson
said.

~

rows of martial-looking
nutcrackers
to traditional Christmas enthusiasts.

lined on shelves to appeal

Cant. from page 1

..

money back into the operation."
Wagner, whose parents declared
bankruptcy,
was able to remain in
schoolbccause
he obtained merit
scholarships. Like many farm family students, he goes home to help on
the farm on weekends, making a
part-time job impossible.
Another
UNL student,
Elaine
Hoesing, was declared ineligible for
the $2,500 student loan she had had
for two years, and now works 30.
hours per week, twice the time she
worked last .year, she said.
Mcfarland
added the burdens
have increased in spite of new programs that some campuses have
started to help students from farm
families:
• Columbia
College,
a private
Missouri campus, offered free tuition to farmers forced off their
land, "I can't control prices on the
market, 1 can't control parity, I
can't control the weather, but I
can control how we educate peopie," Columbia
President Don
Ruthenberg said.
.. Mississippi Valley State University helps farmers in 10 counties
establish cooperatives for processing and marketing vegetables.
• UNL set up workshops
for
farmers in cash-flow
management, dealing with family stress
and learning new job skills.
• Bethel College and St. Mary's
College in Kansas offer a year of
free tuition to farmers who lost
their farms to the poor economy.
• Minnesota's, seven state universities offer free tuition to pantime students
from financially
distressed farm families.
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Week of Dec. 7·13
Evening of One
Center, 8:15 p.m.

MON
SPBfilm;

Jimi Hendrix, 7 p.m.

"The
Hospitalized
Patient
in
Psychological
Crisis: A Real Concern," Anderson Center, St. Lukes
Regional Medical Center, 8 a.m.-3:30
p.m.

TUE
BSU Association of OHice Personel
Christmas lunch and auction, Student Union Big Four Room, 11:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m.

WED
Faculty/starr luncheon, Dr. Thomas
Stitzel, College of Business dean,
speaker, Student
Union Lookout
Room, 11:30 a.m.
SPB film, Tile Song Remains tile
Student Union Ada Lounge,
3:15 I~.m.

Same,

THUR
Boise Senior Center IOlh annual
Hufiduy
Ball,
Student
Union
Ballroom,
music
by
Gib
Hochstrasscr's
Kings of Swing, 7-10

p.m.

Acts,

Morrison

Classroom
instruction
ends. Class
schedules and bills will be available
for students pre-registered for spring
semester at the Registrar's Office.
Last day io completely withdraw
from the university. Last day to submit final copy of Master's
project/thesis
to department.

SAT
BSU gymnastics,

2 p.m.

BSU basketball vs, University of San
Diego, Pavilion, 8 p.m.
Festival of Ceramics, BSU Gallery of
Art, through Dec. '14, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
"The Nutcracker," American Festival
Ballet with Boise Philharmonic
Orchestra, Morrison Center Main Hall,
2 and 8 p.m.
Evening of One
Center, 8:15 p.m,

Acts,

Morrison

"The Night Bcfore Christmas;"
Idaho
Theatre
for Youth, BSU
Reading Center, II a.rn.

SUN

Festival of Ceramics, BSU Gallery of
Art, 9 a.m.-5 p.m ..

Evening of One
Center, 8:15 p.m.

Acts,

Morrison

FRI

"The Nutcracker," American Festival
Ballet with the Boise Philharmonic
Orchestra, Morrison Center, 2 and 8
p.m.

"Thl' Night Before Christmas,"
Idaho Theatre for Youth, BSU
Reading Center, 7 p.m.

SP8 films, Christmas
SPEC, 7 p.rn.

cartoons,

Week of Dec. 14·21
MON

FRI

Festival of Ceramics,
Art, 9 a.m.-5 p.m,

BSU Gallery of

Residence

halls close, noon.

SAT

film, Merry Christmas Mr.
Lawrence, SPEC, 7 p.m.
Women's

SI'H

Clark
p.m,

WED
Tina Turner,

Pavilion,

8 p.m.

THUR
Neil Sedaka, Morrison Center, 8 p.m.

basketball vs, lewis and
State College, Pavilion, 6:45

BSU basketball vs, Gonzaga
sity, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m,

Ceramics shown

Univer-

Ceramics by BSU faculty, staff and
alumni artists will be on display and
for sale at the Festival oj Ceramics,
Dec. 11-13.
The semi-annual show: held in the
BSU Gallery of Art in the Liberal Arts
Building, will run from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. each day.
'
Proceeds from the show help fund
guest artist workshops at BSU.

for Youth, The Night
BSU Reading
Center" II a.rn. and 2 p.m.
Idaho Theatre

Before Christmas,

Angell's~Kcvin
Kirk and Urban Renewal, Dec. 9-12, 16-19.
Bouquet-s-Fast
Eddie,
Dec. 7; Hi-Tops,
Dec. 8-12; Elixir
Dec. 15-19.
Brass Lamp-s-Methods
of Dance, Dec. 11-12, 18-19. The Dec. 12 show
is all-ages night.
Crazy Horse-Mercury,
Dec. 11; Reflex, Dec. 18-19.
Dino's-Lionize
Dec. 7-12; Rare Illusion, Dec. 14-19.
D.J.'s-Lost
Boys, Dec. 7-8; Redstone, Dec. 9-13, 16-20.
Hannah's-s-Wcst Wall, Dec. 8-12; New London, Dec: 15-19.
Lock, Stock & Barrel-Robert
Woodbury, Dec. 8-12, 15-19.
Nendel's-Prime
Time, Dec. 9-12, 16-19.
Pengilly's-Bluez
Grass Band, Dec. 9-12, 16-19.
Red Lion (Downtown)-Hot
Shot, Dec. 8-12; 15-19.
Salt and Pepper's Cest La Vie-Gib
Hostrasser,' Dec. 13: Kevin Kirk
and Urban Renewal, Dec. 20.
Sandpiper-Cuando
Cuando, Dec. 9-12; Taugc and Faulkner, Dec.
16-19.
Shorty's-c-Country
Drive, Dec. 8-19.
Tom Grainey's-i-John
Hansen Ascoutic Jam, Dec. 7; Dr. Joe and
Clockwork, Dec. 8-12; John Hansen Ascoutic Jam, Dec. 14; Uninvited
Dec. 15-19.

BSU group
to play U.K.
The BSU Meistersingers, directed
by professor Gerald Schroeder, is one
of six American choirs invited to perform in England in July, 1988. The
choir group will earn their own funding, which is expected to be approximately $60,000.
•
According to Schroeder, the invitation is a direct result of the excellent
reputation
the Meistersingers
have
earned over the years.
The
Meistersingers
are
a
32-member choir with eight openings
available.
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ROTC holds
ceremony
The Boise State University Rare's
annual commissioning ceremony will
be 4 p.m. Dec. 10 in the Student
Union Big Four Room. The event is
open to the public, and BSU President John Keiser will be the featured
speaker. A formal dinner and dance
'will follow in the Crystal Ballroom
in the lB&T Building, 8th and Bannock. The dance' is open to the
public,

.."........

Sing along
to Handel
Christmas
carolers - and music
lovers are invited to a sing-along of
G.F. Handel's "Messiah'" Dec. 12 at
2 p.m. in the Morrison Center Recital
Hall. The sing-along is sponsored by
the BSU music department,
and
those interested are asked to bring
scores if they have them.

-~'.'

Ballet danced
The American Festival Ballet will give four
performances of Tchaikovsky's Christmas season
classic, The Nutcracker, in the Morrison Center,
Dec. 12-13.:
As' part of a statewide, eight-community tour,
the ballet company will perform with the Boise
Philharmonic
Orchestra at 2 and 8 p.m. both
days.
The show features 350 dance students from
around the state as children, bonbons, candy
canes, lambs and Chinese dancers. The students
perform with professional dancers, who dance
the lead roles.

Theater
arts< does
one acts
The BSU theater arts department will bring two original
one-act plays to Stage I I in the
Morrison Center in December.

Prophet Play -1: Leapfrog
Through Space and Time, written
by BSU Associate Professor Phil
Atlakson,
and StayTuned, by
English student Phil Holt, will be
performed Dec. 9-12 at 8:15 p.m,
Terri Dillion and Stitch Marker star
in leapfrog. with Stitch Marker, Lucas
McClure and Stacey Spain starring in

Slay Tuned.
Tickets are $4 for general admission,
$2 for students and seniors, and free
for BSU students. They are available
at the BSU Theatre Arts Box Office.
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by Wan Dirt

The University News
The time is now upon us for .the
prolific onslaught of various critics'
lists, and we at The University News
are not taking exception to this trend.
Without further adieu, here is my ex-ercise in subjectivity:
1) Firehose

Ragin: Full-all
Former Minutemen Mike Wall and
George Hurley were ready to proverbially throw in the towel following
the death of lead singer/spiritual
leader Dennes Boon, until an obscure
college student from Ohio, Ed from
Ohio (his actual credited name on the
album), persuaded them to continue
their musical endeavors. The result is
'sublime; endemic Minutemen music
with a twist-melody.
2) Camper Van Beethoven

Camper Van Beethoven
This eclectic quintet from California leaves no genre unexplored on
their
newest and best release.
Seriousness and prcpondering
are

not in abundance on this album, but
spontaneity,
creativity
and wry
humor more than atone for their
garish lackings, The. conventional.
boundaries
of underground
music
have been contorted
with their
generous· influx of prairie-punkrenaissance-neo-psychedelia.returned
3) Silos

Cuba The most sincere band east of the
Mississippi has involved a greater instrumentation
since their debut to
complement
their simple, catchy
melodies. Violin, viola and organ are
singularly utilized, and the clarity of
this album is gorgeously striking. In
their case, simplicity
does not
cohabitate with banality.
4) Replacements

Pleased to Meet Me
The raucous quartet .from Minneapolis has weathered the loss of
one guitarist and the addition of a
new one with their sound intact.
Vocalist/rhythm
guitarist
Paul
Westerberg
resides
in an unfathomable
well of one liners and

astute observations of life's underside. The intensity of this album
shows that the Replacements are still
a decisive force to be reckoned with.
5) Echo and the Bunnymen
Echo and the Bunnymen
Ian. McCullough
and company
from theirconsiderable sabbatical with plenty of preserved
musical ideology and arrangement
skill. This deeply-crafted
album
shows that their utility certainly has
not diminished. and that they still
carry a torch for music in the post• new wave era.
.: 6) Dumptruck

For the Country
This subdued album demonstrates
a tremendous
growth for Boston's
Dumptruck when contrasted to their
previous work. The chiming guitars
and
understated
vocals
revolve
around a theme of solitude and
dreamy escapism in the face of a
frenzied
world-a
_ strategem
rendered viable by the earnest tone
of this album.
7) Smiths

Strange ways Here We Come
The Smiths' swansong is a sad occasion ror the future of martyrdome,
andthis albumrevels in lifting selfpersecution to a spiritual pitch. The
Smiths' best release since Hatful of
Hollow tru1y leaves the indelible
mark of a great band.
8) Washington Squares

Washington Squares
This neo-folk trio from New York,
clad in beatnik garb, does not res; on
the gimmickry
of their nostalgic
dress.
Their
simple,
assertive
melodies
blend three more-thanadequate
voices in a cauldron
of
youthful compassion. Former Television drummer Billy Ficca brightens
the sound with bursts of percussion
urgency,
and underground
guru
Mitch Easter ably produced
the
album.
9) Dead Kennedys

Bedtime for Democracy
Lead singer Jello Biafra reiterates
his well earned notoriety for bringing to light numerous social injustices
on this 1987 release. The musical

pace is, of course, frantic, and the
lyrical barbs are probably as social'Iy relevant as any-th.a! will fall upon
our apathetic ears. A greattribute to
. the. band that hammered a serious
dent in the PMRC's armor.
'10) 10000 Maniacs

III My Tribe
. This is a much more consistent ef-.
fort for the Maniacs, and lead singer
Natalie Merchants' verbal-ramblings
have grown in stature and effectiveness.
Social.. awareness
and
dreaminess are unlikely partners, but
they mergewell on this album, helping pertinence to become listenable.
It should be noted that due to the
nature of this list, certain betterpublished albums. have been ignored,
the case in point being U2's The
Joshua Tree, an album deserving of
any top ten list, including mine. This
album serves to show that greatness
does
not necessarily
facilitate
obscurity, but 1 think it has already
been said pertaining
about four
messiahs from Ireland.

Not a great year, but here's what's good:
- by Steve Farneman

The University Neil'S
Overall, I would have to say that
1987 has not exactly been a banner
year for great new music, but then I
must admit that there is a lot of great
stuff out there which I haven't had
the chance to give a listen to yet. I
. am sure that I would probably have
a slightly different list in a few
months, but at this point in time, here
arc my top ten favorites of the year:
I) Wire

The Ideal Copy
Very few bands have had the impact on the music of the 1980s that
this English quartet has. Releasing
three albums between the 1977 punk
explosion and the end of the '70s,
Wire then broke up leaving their experimental art/punk minimalism to

influence
another
generation
of
bands that include R.E.M. (they
cover a Wire tunc on their latest
album), Sonic Youth, the Feelies and
That Petrol Emotion to name a.few,
Wire's first album of this decade is
adventurous, challenging, full of surprises and likely to be on its way to
influencing
the music of the next
decade with its made-for-CD sound.
Cool, clean production, abstract, arty
lyrics and a propulsive
minimal
assault, The Ideal Copy lives up to
its name.
2) The Smiths

form.
3) Throwing

make the CD sound

Muses
Chains Changed and- The Fat Skier
Two great EPs from this Bostonbased band arc refreshing and innovative, and these intense emotional
paintings take on new shapes with
each repeated play ..
4) Echo lind the Bunnymen

Unearthed

Drl/I/I
_ Two girls and two guys from
Athens, Ga., virtually sound nothing
like their fellow Athenians though
Michael
Stipe
of R.E.M.
coproduced three cuts on this seven:
song EP. Their remarkably original
folky style employs two bass guitars,
a violin and ethereal vocals which
fondly suggest the sounds of arty
English outfits like This Mortal Coil
and Cocteau Twins,
8) Sling

A quite glossy but a very strong
and brilliantly uplifting set of songs
arc found on this release from a band
worth checking out live.
5) Dead Can Hance

Within the. Realm of a Dying SI/n

This is bleakest and darkest album
of their short but prolific existence.
The Smiths arc no longer together
but Strangeways (named
for an
English men till asylum) crystalizes
their stark, emotional visions in peak

. Don't let the name fool you. This
duo of Australians
(based
in
England), Brendan. Perry and Lisa
Gerrard,
bring .bcaury
to life.
Elaborate
classical
orchestrations
that complete absorb the listener

_

The next best thing to an album
from the Church could only be a
great
album
for
their
lead
singer/songwriter.
7) Hugo Largo

Echo and the Bunnymen

Strangeways, Here We Come

incredible.

6) Steve Kilbe)'

These twelve colorful jazzy outings
belong
in any
music
lover's
collection.
- 9) (j2

The Joshua Tree
U2couldnot
have burst into
mainstream rock acceptability with
a finer collection of songs. By far
their most consistent release to date,
The Joshua Tree reaffirms what fans
have known they were capable of for
a long time. It may be a hard act to
follow.
10) The Connells

Boylan Heights
This is an exciting pop rock guitar
band from North Carolina.
The
album is irresistibly powerful, emotional and dark while still being quite
reassuring.

... Nothing Like the SI/n

Large, Deep-Dish
One Topping Pizza
And a 6·Pack of Pepsi
Delivered!

Just $10.99 plus tax
extra toppings

$1.05 each

Not valid with any other coupon
BSIJ 9

v;

GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOANS
NO SERVICE 'CHARGE
CHECKING ACCOUNTS
CREDIT UNION
MEMBERSHIP

Expires 1-1·88
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Merry Pizza!
EveryChrlstmas we decorate our pizza the same traditional
way. We mix and knead the dough, roll the crust, blend the
herbs, spices and sauce, grate the fine natural cheeses and
select the cRolcest meats and freshest vegetables to go on
top. Of course, we make It like this every other day, too. So just.
to add a little something special for the holidays, here's a little .
gift from us.
. _
'
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"Kno~&oftwokinds.

. We IaIow a subject .

7450 THUNDERBOLT DRIVE
BOISE, IDAHO 83709

ourselves,or we knOw
where weQID find

. (208) 377-4600

See our ca'!lP4s
rep.!esentataveTristl Moore
every Wednesday;
:

,

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
in the StUdent Union
: .. , •_..• Building lobtiy.

information upon it."
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REM lets hair down
in disarming concert

COlGin,S
M

by' Wan Birt

The University News
I must admit that my delusions
were begging to be entertained as I
awaited .arrival
of REM at the
Universal Amphitheatre
in Los
Angeles. Here was a band that had
recently burgeoned into mass acceptance status,
with a new album
threatening to go platinum, and [heir'
faces gracing the last est cover of Roiling Stone magazine, which proclaims
the four-man ensemble as "America's
Best Rock 'n' Roll Band."
It had
seemed not so long ago that REM's
brand of music could have been
categorized as rock 'n' roll, and the
premature acceptance into t he annals
of mainstream
revcrcnce too often
has been convertcd into laconic, sare,
live performances
from the likes of
preceding bands that have stood in
similar shoes.
Any chance for malignlllent
soon
dissipated
with' the high energy, yct
undcrstated entrancc of the band and
their thcme-setting
opening numbcr,
'''Finest Work song. " Images abounded with the clear, tcxtured sound of
the band, madly accompanicd
by
blaek-and-whitc
rIashing figurcs on
a largc vidco screen provided as a
backdrop.
Throughout
the first half or the
'COl;ccrt, they perfunctorily
pcrformcd songs lIlostly from their latest two
albums, Doculllent and Life's Rietz
Pageanl. only brckaing this pattern
with
a juiced-up
version
or
"Pilgrimagc"
from Mllrl/lur. .
One major ·'xception
to REM's
subtlety
was thc sometimcs
selfindulgent posturing of lead vocalist
Michacl Stipe, who donned makcup
and
tuxcdo
tails,
and
was a
hypcrkinctic ball of twitching encrgy,
bounding spasmodically
from stageend to stage-cnd,
mockingly gcstur-

~ Day in the Life': Some. trite
stuff and some good stuff

ing with apparent
consernation
brought forth by the complexity
of
REM's newfound
"topical"
music.
This image seemed to be Stipe's intention, although
it appeared
more
like a novice's interpretation
of early Peter Gabriel theatrics.
The mood of the concert shifted
with the entrance of "Pretty Persuasion,"
"Superman,"
and "ii's the
End of the World as We Know It,"
before which Stipe shed a layer of
clothing
and
delivered
a wry
monologue
predicting the date when
California
will drop into the ocean.
From'
that
point,
REM
mctaphorically
and literally let their
hair down, with Stipe eventually clad
only in a 'l-shirt, cut-off plaid shorts
and sweat pants. The band then concentrated on earlier works, intcrsperscd with a few a capella diversions
from Stipe, which dispelled
any
doubt that he still has the pure, undaunted voice of younger- days.
The overall success of this concert
hinged upon the gradual unveiling of
REM to the true elements
which
possess their music. The. beautiful
simplicity of their live music is still
disarming
and was at its best when
the band
seemed
not to take
thcmselves
50 seriously.
Drummer
Bill Berry e10qucntly summed it up
after the concert: When shown the
cover of the new Rolling Slone
magazine, hc commented,
"What a
bunch of crap. These guys have obviously
never
heard
of (fellow
Athcns, Georgia band) Python."

Butler

by Chris

The University Nell'S
A dream come true-s-that's
probably what" 50. of the world's
top photojournalists
thought as
they were asked to take part in the
sixth Day in thc Life project.
They, along' with 50 Soviet-bloc
photographers,
attempted what
was, before, only an infant dream.
Their
assignment:
Throw
out
preconccptions
and make great
photographs
or
ordinary
situations.
So on May 15, 1987 IaO worldclass photojournalists
stationed
in all 15 republics of the U.S.S.R.
and across II time zones, set out
to capture injilm both the known
and the unknown aspects of the
world's most closcdsociety.
Whether
this projcct,
which
was three years in negotiation,
was a rcsult of Gorbachcv's
"Glasnost"
philosophy
is of little concern. The ract that wc havc
now a book with close to 200
photographs
rcvealing the >eldom
scen sidc to the Soviet pcople is.
Of course, thcre mc the cxpectcd pictures of peoplc waiting
in long lines, and thc pictorial
shots using Lcnin as (l baekdrop
secm to be ovcruscd in this collection. But thcn there arc more

GnA()I~: 11+

• 6th

. sensitive frames, such as the ones
showing young Soviet men going
off to serve in thc national army.
This seriesis one of the few that
has a true intimate feel to them,
something
that seemed to' run'
through
A Day in the Life of
A tnerica but is hard to find in this
book.
Each photographer was assigned an interpreter
and a. guide,
both Party members.
photographcrs
commented
positively
on their
presence,
though many seemed to think
they were more bothersome than
good.
Steve
Kongard,
an
American
corporate
photographer thought,
"The name 0 I'
ths book should be 'Detained but
N·lt Arrested
in the Soviet
Union.' " Every time Kongard
would ask through his intcrpretcr
for pcrmission
to photograph
a
subjcct, it was refused. Also, cvery
time hc felt he was onto a great
situation,
a cop would comc
along and bcgin to hasslc him, hc
said.
Pulitzer Prizc-winning
photojournalist
Eddie Adams had a
.similar
cxpericnce.
His (lssignmcnt
was
to
photograph
Vladamir
prison, a placc whcre
no photographer
has ever been
allowcd. When Adams mrived hc

waspresented with a scene that
was unbelievable, to say the least.
Here in the sun-bathed courtyard,
inmates were enjoying their break
timc
while
reading
local
newspapers und magazincs, After
his 20 minutes
were up, he
demanded
to go back in the
prison and shoot' pictures
that
were real and' not set up. After
some discu-sion,
he was led back
into thc prison und finally shown
a true image or the scene. One
photo
shows an old prisoner
working
in a smoke-filled
machine shop. Adams would later
say,
"This
was
the
real
Vladamir."
Despite
these
restrictive
measures,
so me
honest
photographs
were taken on May
15. The strongest and most tclling image was taken, not so surprisingly, by Gennodi
Koposo\',
one or 40 Soviet photographers.
In it, two motorcyclists
are scuffling with a traffic cop, arter an
accidcnt. The feeling in this picture and othcrs is that our countries' similaritics ea.sily outweigh
the dirferences. A tramc accident
such as the onc captured on May
15 eou Id
havc
happcncd
anywhcre-even
in Ar.leriea.
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& Fulton
7 p.m.. Dec. 7; Party. hors
d'oevres & ski fashions, by
High Country Sports, $6.
Dec. 8; No party. admiSSIOn
$3.75

A FEATURE LENGTH SKI FILM

"

for BSUstudcnts,

Every Friday and Saturday Night except Chn~lrnas.
R, 17 & over, all sCots $3.75. We serve beer & wine
with valid 1.D.only.
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I"aculty :ll1dStaff only.

Tandy 1000HX

$1131.92

IBM Compatible,
256k, 3.5 Inch Drive,. Color
Monitor, Printer, MS·DOS 3.2, Deskmate, OneYear Warranty, Cables.
.

Order
Condoms

Tandy 1000 TX

$1450.00

1MB Compatible, 80286, 640k, 3.5 Inch Drive, Color Monitor, printer, MS-DOS, Deskmate, One-Year
Warranty, Cables.

Trojan-Enz·. Lubricated. 1 Doz.
$5.25·3 Doz. $13.25. Shipping &
handling add $1.00,includes Con·
venient
carrying
pouch lor
pocket or purse. Your privacy protected.· Discreetly. packaged for
mailing. Resources. P.O.Box 703
Boise. tD. 83701.

Tandy 3000 HL
IBM & OS/2 Compatible,

$3239.95

Tandy 4000

$4411.40

80286, 512k, 51/4 Inch
Drive, EGA Color Monitor, Printer, 20 Megabyte
Hard Drive, MS-DOS, Deskmate,
Enhanced
Keyboard, Key Lock, One-Year Warranty, Cables.

Fine American & Mexican Fast Food

IS

IBM & OS/2 Compabiel, 80386,16 MHZ, 1MB, 3112
Inch 1.44mb Drive, EGA Color Monitor, Printer,
20 Megabyte Hard Drive, MS-DOS, Deskmate,
Enhanoed Keyboard, Key Lock, One-YearWarranty, Cables.

Located on the corner of
Protest & Boise Ave.
Behind Maverik Country Store
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-Buy one-Get one Free-

I

The EI Burger

I

A 1/4 Ibs. hamburgertopped with
pastrami, cheese, pickle;;, lettuce,
onions and tomatoes.
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER CENTER
691'50. CAPITOL
BOISE 208·344·5450

J'

-~ali.d with coupon ontyLimit one per customer
Expires 1/15/88
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What has a great memory ,
and 'comes with a
,real handy trunk?

Guess. again.
ITyou buy an ruM Pe~onal Syst~m/2'"
,
Model 25 by the end of this yem; you 11not only
get a substantial student discount, we'll throw
in a nifty extra.
A sturdy, metal footlocker with brass trim,

16"x 16"x20~'
The computer is' a great way to keep
on top of your class work. It'll store lots
of stuff you need to remember And the
trunk is real handy for holding most
everything else.
It's a neat idea that's yours for
peanuts.
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To take advantage of this special
deal, contact your on-campus ruM ..
EducationProduct Coordinator. But
don't wait too long. This special offer
expires December 31st.

.,
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The ffiM Education Product Coordinator
.R:_.
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!

BSU Computer Store

(208) 385-3870

-------
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Decetnber

Offer limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase an IBM Personal S;remt2 Model'25'through their IBM Education Product Corirdinator on or before
31, 1987: Offer
applies to the IBM Personal Systeml2 Models 8525-001, 8525·004, 8525-C02, and 8525-COS. Tmnk quantities are limited: IBM reserves the right to substitute a unit of Coplparilble value. AllOw
6to 8 weeks for trunk delivery. Personal Systemf2 is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
.
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Classtttens
Help Wanted

EASYWORKI EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home. Call for
information,
312-741-8400,
ext.
A-1429.

GRAPHIC
ARTIST-On
campus
position
open for graphic artist.
15-20 hrs./week. $3.85 per hour with
internship and credit upon dept. approval. Application and job description available, Operations Office and
the UnlonStation.jnaln
floor, Student Union. Deadline for applica-:
tions, Dec. ·16 at 5 p.m,

NANNIES NEEDED in the New
Jersey and New York areaOur agency has you fly east and personally interview
with our pre-screened
families. High salaries-$150.oo
$300.00 weekly. We also have nanny
parties and supply with lists of other
nannies in the area. Yearly employment only. Nannies Plus (licensed
and bonded agency) call toll free
1-800-752-0078.

to

DO. YOU HAVEBSU
work-study
funding and good office skills? 2-3
positions
open, 15~20 hours/wk.
Wage depends upon experience. Call
Brenda,
University
Relations,
385-1577 for appointment.

PHOTOJOURNALIST
WANTED- The University News will have
an opening for one photographer for
the spring semester.
Applicants
should have taken a basic course in
photography, and be willing to learn
and work hard at making news pictures. Serious applicants only. Call
Chris Butler at 345-8206.
.

COULD YOU BE A Boston nanny?
Are you a loving, nurturing person
who enjoys spending
time with
children? Live in lovely, suburban
neighborhoods,
enjoy
excellent
salaries,benefits,
your own living
quarters and limited working hours.
Your roundctrip
transportation
is
provided.
One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Suzanne
Pack, Childcare Placement Service,
Inc. (CCPS), 739 Rim View Lane,
Twin Falls, 10 83301 (208) 733-7790.
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EARN EXCELLENT
MONEY in
home assembly work. Jewelry, toys &
others. FT & PT avail. Call today!
1-518459-3535 (toll-refundable)
ext.
B-3504A 24 hrs,

Miscellaneous
REWARD!! My beautiful WHITE
CAT has been
missing
since
September
29/Tuesday.
He is all
white, except. for a few faded gray
spots on top of his head. He is male,
9 months old, short but stocky.
Yellow eyes and short hair. CASPAR
is an extremely friendly and loving
cat. His family misses him very
much, including his much adored
mate. If you have any information
regarding
Caspar's
whereabouts,
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18 YEAR OLD COMPANY has a
few positions open for ambitious
career
minded
individuals ... Experience not, necessary. Complete
training. Guaranteed weekly income.
Bonus pius benefits for those who
qualify.
Part-time
and full-time
available. Don't wait. Our positions
don't last long. Apply in person 8 to
12 a.m. or 5 to 9 p.m., Mon. through
Sat. at 5483 Kendall.
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HIRING! Government jobs-your
area. Many immediate
openings
without
waiting
list or test.
$15,000-$68,000. Call (602) 838-8885,
ext. 5924.
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PLI;!ASEcontact
Kimber
at
345-7759 or 3.45.,8204. Caspar lives at
905 W. Franklin,. Apt. M.

Carport
and storage.
month. Call 922-4297.

Personals

M.

HAPPY

LOST-Hearing
aid. $20 reward. Call
Keith at 3374785.

195s, $45. Call evenings,
ask for Brian -and leave
-

1 Pellor
2 Expire
3 Weapons

THE
WEEKLY
CROSSWORD

PUZZLE
4
5
6
7

8 Earth goddess
9 Time gone by

Emphasize
Forecast
Be borne
Possessive
pronoun

"'0 Small lump
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WITH

11 Before
17 Apportions
19 Above
20 Wager
21 Collect
22 Ethical
24 Rainbow

flM.
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trout

25 Ancwence tor
waste
26 Citrus fruit
27 Prepares for
print
29 Tissue
31 River island
33 Essence
37 Fondle
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46
47
48
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55
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Answer
to this
week's
puzzle

Our three-year and

NEWS

sub}ecta
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Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship,
you could finish on one. Army ROTC
Scholarships pay for full tuition and allowances
for educational fees and textbooks. Along with up
to $1,000 a year. Get all the.facts,

RESEARCH
PAPERS(
17.000 to choo •• from-all ,ubltct•

Boise State U niversity Army ROTC
385-3500
-

Order Catalog

Today with Visa/MC or COD

Or. rush $2.00 to: Esssys II Reports
11322 Idaho Ave.I206cSN, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom resean:h also available-all levels

Lowe.t. Prl~.L~arae.t
SeledCOIIO.
n
D
1II1og
Tggay wItJi VlNlMC or
•

Or. IUllh S2.OO to:

ARMY R~ERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS.
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Boise's Home of
Gar:y Larson Humor
Assorted Alternative
Cards
Laurel Jewelry
HumorousT

, .. . 1·800·621·57.45
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Delicious Fresh
Fudge

Just easier to pay for.

ESSAYS & REPORTS
16,278to choose from-all

-

two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.

With Classifleds
Phone
345·8204
~ UNIVERSITY

measure
Sott drink
Otnerwlse
Wooden pin
Pllchlng stat.
In addition
Born
Greek letter
Ship channel
Title of respect:
abbr.
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Money
In·Your
Pocket
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In QldBoise

-Shirts

MERRY
CHRfSTMAS
BSU STUDENTS
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DUDES-Bonerowski
is organizing
a Christmas toy drive for the Sandinistas, Please contribute some old
skateboards or something cool from
S. Cal. for the kids down south.

TWO
BEDROOM
DUPLEX.
2812 V2Woodlawn off of 27th. Central air. Washer/dryer hook-up inside.

:JOWN

'-"

JIM: It feels about the same, anyway
the' difference doesn't balance the
risk.
SALLY-

For Rent

39 Small child
40 Designated
41 A sheltered
place
43 Nova Scotia:
abbr.
44 Near
45 Mortification
47 Fruit
50 cnrtstmas carol
51 Limb
• 54 Sea eagle
55 commemoralive disk
56 Music: as
written
57 Wander about
Idly
58 Prepared
59Dlne
,

TRACY!

SALLY: Planned Parenthood
gave
me five condoms. I'm afraid it won't
feel the same. Have you and Chuck
.rried them? JIM

For Sale.

ACROSS

BIRTHDAY,

CR-:-Good luck on finals and Happy Holidays!.
Don't
stress
too
much-it
might make your hairfall. .. oops. Sorry.-Missin'
ya in
Idaho.

SANYO 550 EASY WRITER program tutor. needed evenings and
weekends. Will pay reasonable feenegotiable. Please call 888-3850 or
322-0344

1 Dental assoc.
4 Small shoot
9 Solemn wonder
12 Title Of respect
13 Commonplace
14 Long, slender'
Iish
15 Dress border
16 Cerise end
crimson
17 Fashion
18 Tanned skin
20 Exist
21 Forenoon
23 Greek letter
24 Colonize
28 Witty remark
30 Strewed
32 Region
34 Stalemate
35 Prelix: half
36 Potassium
nitrate

per

TWO BEDROOM,
I V2 bath, newly
furnished .with washer/dryer
and
dishwasher; AC.2-3
students.
No
pets. $375 per month. Cali 888-1110
after 5 p.m, and weekends.

WHOMEVER
returned CASPAR's
I.D.TAG/REFLECTOR
to' my
porch, PLEASE· tell me WHERE
found, if saw Caspar, or Ieopardskin
collar. Call 345-7759 /345"8204.
Caspar lives at 905 W. Franklin, Apt.

SKIS-K2
344-0637,
message.

$285

13'
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Aoopsters. beat all
comers so far
In what turned out to be the consolation game, College of Idaho
posted an81-67 win over Lewis-Clark
State College.
The Boise State men's basketball
Boise State's Childs and Greg
team picked up where it left off from
Dodds
were named to the alllast year's 20-plus wins and advanctournament
team,
while Jones
ed into the National
Invitational
garnered the Most Valuable Player
Tournament's
second round.
After
a pre-season
warm-up
award.
The University of Puget Sound,
against
the lIlawara
Hawks, an
BSU's next opponent, on Dec. 5, rollAustralian semi-pro basketball team
ed into town with upset on their
touring the Northwest, the Broncos
minds. "It was one of those games
officially
opened
their
1987-88
they were going to come in and play
season in the fourth annual Real
well," Dye said. "I think they were
Dairy Classic Nov .. 27 and 2R in the
. highly motivated."
Pavilion.
A Division II school, UPS stayed
Boise State's opening-night
opwith BSU all the way to the end
ponents were the Lewis-Clark State
before bowing to the Broncos 64-60.
College Warriors. The NAIA team
"You have to credit them," Dye said,
was no match for the NCAA Dlvi"that's a real scrappy group. They
sion I Broncos, as BSU enjoyed a
had the eye of the Tiger and that's
bench-clearing
80-42 victory. BSU
why they played so well."
coach Bobby Dye said he felt "the
BSU jumped to an early lead and
guards and pressure on the ball"were
led most of the game, but every time
the keys to the win. "Our guards did
the Broncos appeared to be. pulling
a tremendous job setting the tone.
away from the Puget Sound Loggers,
(They) applied pressure early." For
the first game of the year, Dye said,
they fought back.
"We got ahead and gOI too com"We made some progress tonight."
fortable,"
Mike Saynor said.
In the other opening night game
"We got lazy on defense," Childs
of the tournament,
the ISU Bengals
said, "we couldn't keep the intensity
outlasted
the College of Idaho,
throughout
the game."
76-70.
Childs went on to say, "I don't
The following evening, BSU won
think we deserved to win."
the Real Dairy Classic by beating ISU
Dye attributed
the win to "we
62-49. The early season match up
just hung in and got out by the skin
between the two Big Sky teams was
of our teeth." They caught us "where
akin to late February. "That wasn't
a game, that was a war," Dye said an
our gear is in neutral."
"I hope in the long run this game
observer remarked to him afterwards.
"We knew they were going to come
will help us," he said.
BSU travels to California to play
after us. Our plan was to attack
a Dec. 7 engagement with St. Mary's
them." Chris Childs said. "We just
before returning home for a long
wanted to come out and play hard.
Perhaps the twoteams were renewhome stand'. On Dec. 12, San Diego
will come to Boise, followed by Goning where they left off at the end of
last year-ISU
ousted BSU in the
zaga Dec. 19 and Wyoming Dec. 22.
1986 Big Sky playoffs. "We as a team
Home games are scheduled for 7:30
didn't like getting bumped off by
p.m.
them in the playoffs," Arnell Jones
BSU will close out its December
schedule with the Albertson's Classic
said.
For the second night in a row, the
on the 29 and 30. Eastern Illinois, St.
Broncos held their opponents
to
Mary's and Sam Houston State will
under 50 points, which meant ticket
be the other participants. Games are
holders were entitled to free burgers
slated for 6:30 and 8:30 p.m. both
nights.
.
at Wendy's.

by Tom Lloyd
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Looking for two..- ..
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Bronco Brian Sperry goes for two points over UPS center Jay Brewer.

Never be a

1104 Main

,.

Downtown Boise

dirty bird.

large Shake

Stash
your trash.

for $1 plus tax

G00 d IUC.k on exams

With this ad
until 12-14-87

~------------------------~---~

.We make and bake our own
submarine buns daily!
Try our S~BMARINE SANDWICHES!·
14 Different Varieties
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Looking for new tunes? Look
no further than Budget for .
the latest records, tapes,
CDs, and more.
M-F 11-9, Sal11-7, Sun 12-6
1225 Broadway'
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l..adyBroncoswin, lose
by David Dunn

The University Nellis
It was an exciting week for BSU
Lady Bronco basketball
as the
Lady Broncos hosted three games,
including the BSU Invitational, to
open their 1987-88 campaign.
In .its. season opener, BSU
thumped Eastern Oregon State
College 74-48 on DeC. I. The
Lady Broncos started a little slowly as Eastern Oregon jumped out
to a quick four-point
lead, but
two layupsby Ann Jensvold and
a five footer from Jan Ecklund
gave the Broncos a lead they
would never relinquish. The lead
varied from nine to two points in
the first 16 minutes of the game
before the Broncos outscored
Eastern
9-3 in the last four
minutes, to take a 35-24 half-time
lead.
Three minutes into the second
half, Eastern Oregon cut the BSU
lead to five by scoring
six
unanswered points, but the Bron. cos responded powerfully with a
17-2 run, boosting their lead to
52-32 with 11:20 left in the game.
BSU coasted the rest of the way
with leads as high as 30 points.
As a team, the Lady Broncos
out-rebounded
a smaller Eastern
Oregon
48-39,
with Wendy
Sullivan grabbing 10, followed by
Jocelyn Pfeifer and Jensvold, who
had six apiece.
Dec. 4 was the start of the BSU
Invitational, including teams from
the University of Portland, ISU
and the nationally ranked University of Washington.
The first
game of the double-header pitted

ISU against UW. The game went
as expected, as the Huskies outmuscled ISU 87-51., The second
game featured the home-standing
Broncos
facing the Portland'
Pilots.
Similarly to their first game,
BSU. started
slowly,
falling,
behind 8-2. However, in a period
of I I minutes, the Broncos outscored the Pilots 30-8 taking a
24-point lead. BSU went into the
locker room ahead 46-28, never
looking back, cruising to a 67-51
win and advancing
into the
Championship
round with the
Washington Huskies. The Lady
Broncos had three players in double figures-Marl
Connors with
12, Jensvold leading with 18 and
Pfeifer with I I.
Coming into the Dec. 5 game,
the Washington Huskies were 15th
in the nation, and the Lady Broncos were looking to knock them
from the polls. The first half remained as close as anyone could
'ask for, with the lead changing
hands
several
times
before
Washington
was able to pull
ahead by five 28-23 at half lime.
BSU's deliberate
play con'tinued to hinder the Huskies' fast
break abilities in the second half,
as the Broncos tied the game at
30. The shots for BSU then began
to go astray and Washington
started pulling away, shooting 44
percent from the field to Boise
State's 31 percent. Despite their
cold shooting, the Broncos hung
tough and gave the Huskies all
they wanted, eventually coming
up short, 57-47.
Among
others
receiving

honors, BSU'sMarj Connors and
Ann Jensvold wereseleted to the
all-tournament
team. Jensvold,
the only one to start every game
for BSU last year,' scored 28 points
in the two games and ripped down
12 rebounds. Connors, one of two
seniors on this year's team, had,
seven assists and 21 points for the
invitational.
, The Lady Broncos will take
their 2·1 record on the road to
Whitman College Dec. 9, followed by another tournament at the
University
oCPortland,
Dec.
12·13. BSUwillthen
return hom
to face Lewis & Clark State Cvllege and Gonzaga University, Dec.
19 and 21.
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by Tom Lloyd

The University News

of contention. (I haven't any published statistics
on .the number
ofThis will probably come as no sur- blocks/yardage
or width of hole
prise to anyone.
The Heisman
created
by blockers.)
Trophy Went to Notre Dame's Tim
Who says Lockbaum
wouldn't
'Brown. I-AA's Gordie Lockbaum of have a great year behind, say, the
.Holy Cross finished third, Not bad.
Oklahoma offensive line?
But now, this may. be a surprise to
The point is he did what he did
a few. I propose something akin to with what he had and where he was.
the Heisman, Outland, Lombardi,
He embodies
the spirit of the
etc; for I-AA.
Or something
Heisman.
Thank
goodness
allthereabouts.
purpose Tim Brown won it or this
This has been bothering me for column would be voluminous.
weeks. Lockbaum
deserves some
Divisionl-AA
is not I-A. I agree,
other recognition
other than the and it's fine with me. I-AA has its
whoop-ti-de third-place finish. Don't
own playoffs, so why not. its own
get me wrong. I think that is great,
awards?
It doesn't
have to be
in a manner of speaking. After all, Whatever Whichtown Athletic Club
he did play I-AA. Phooey. Something
with some guy with a mike in his
needs to be done now for the future
hands asking the same effete quesLockbaums.
tions eery year, "It's been said the
I am not going to argue that he runner-up is forgotten. What do you
was the single best talent.Jiut he did think about that, (fill in the blank)?"
have a good
all-around
year
Get some corporation
to sponsor
statistically, even, though his team
it. Fly in the top athletes and their
didn't relyonhim as much as in the families. It will still be political, but
past. He didn't get as many snaps on so what? Let them have their day.
defense as he did last year, but he still Don't' penalize them for playing
played and helped in crucial situaI-AARecongize
them.
tions. What he did was rush, catch,
I didn't know Heisman, Outland
tackle, return-as
in kickoffs and
or Lombardi, but I do know somepunts (his new threat for 1987) and
one right here that one of the awards
score. Basically, he had a great' in- could be named after and why. The
dividual and team effort for his Lyle Smith Award for dedication to
undefeated Crusaders,
I-AA.
No, he did not play against the
By the time this newspaper
is
"big boys." I don't know where it cranked up ag-ain, gymnastics, wrestsays one must, whomever they are.
ling,and men's and women's paskelHe's not the fastest runner. Prior to ball will be in full swing. So, until
this year,all but three of the whmers
then, Season's Greetings and enjoy
were running backs-another
bone the holidays.
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Shopping hours: Thursday 6 p.m.-10p.m., Friday 10 a.m.-10 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Western Idaho Fairgrounds - North Wing
FOR MEN & YOUNG MEN

FEATURING SPRING FABRICS

Cowhide & lambskin outerwear. lined. filled with 3M Thinsulate or
Dupont Th_ermoloft and including:
.
RETAIL VALUE

Blousonsand

Bombers

Bombers, car coats &
trenchcoats
Fabric jackets and car
coats, lined & insulated

SALE PRICE

230.00-320.00
275.00-415.00

69.99-79.99
89.99-99.99

350.00-540.00'

109.99-159.99

85.00-130.00

Blazers

160.00-220.00

29.99-49.99
69.99-99.99

Jackets, car coats &
bombers

160.00-270.00

.69.99-89.99

Blousons, bombers
trench coats

220.00-310.00

99.99-119_99

Leather

labelaward·winning

Shirts - 100% cotton and
100% wool

Handbags

in
~00;00"630.00
50.00-60.00

and sportswear:

530.00-755.00

One-of-a-kind originals:
Limited selection of fulllength coats and car coats
in leather. shearling or
wool'
720.00-1,820.00

Priced
Indiyidually

139.99-239.99
19.99

380.00-510.00

.

••• ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE·· • •

FREE ADMISSION

. 60.00-170.00

PLUS. _ . Specially priced as-is merchandise.
ples. seconds and other bargains at prices
true.

Comstock's Annual Christmas Leather Sale is a Treasure Valley tradition enabling us to close-out
remaining merchandise and you to purchase award-winning designer fashions at production cost
prices - or less! All styles are by internationally distinguished Idaho native Robert Comstock. winner of the American Fashion Critics Coty Award for leather outerwear and theCutty SarkAward
for Outstanding Men's Sportswear Design. Honor tradition - and your pocketbook '- by augmenti,ng your wardrobe and gift list with celebrated designer fashions by Robert Comstock.

~.

leathers

29.99
99.99-139.99
139.99-249.99

B1ousons
. Bombers

and

B1ousons and bombers
couture skins and
shearlings

19.99

65.00-95.00

39.99-49.99

Special grouping of leather and suede fashion sportswear. outerwear and accessories:
.
80.00-100.00

SALE PRICE

DESIGNER MENSWEAR
Robert Comstock

FOR WOMEN AND VOUNG WOMEN

Skirts

RETAIL VALUE

Our 1987 collection of
lined and unlined colorful
fabric jackets in 100%
cotton:

ffiJ .

including samtoo good to be

